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City of Lynchburg 
Procurement Division 
900 Church Street 
Lynchburg, Virginia  24504 
Telephone No.: (434) 455-3970 
Fax No.: (434) 845-0711                     
                                                    Addendum for Request for Proposal 

Downtown/Tyreeanna/Pleasant Valley Master Plan Updates 
 

2017-063 
 
Date:    2/21/2017 
From: Tomek Kruszec, Buyer 
RE: Addendum No.  1 
 
This Addendum supplements and amends the original Plans and Specifications and shall be taken 
into account in preparing proposals and shall become a part of the Contract Documents. The Offeror 
shall indicate receipt of this Addendum and all previously issued Addenda on the Title Page.   
 

1. The RFP indicates that questions are due on March 2nd, and the RFP is due on March 9th.  Will RFP 
questions be answered as they are received?   
All questions will be answered in addenda posted on the City’s website. No questions will be 
answered after the March 2nd deadline.  
 

2. Scope item E-23 (page 5): “Access to goods and services”.  Could you elaborate more on the 
expectation for this scope item? –  
 The thought behind this is forethought into the types of businesses that are needed to support 
downtown residents and visitors. Such as grocery store, pharmacy, etc.  
 

3. Scope item E-26 (page 5): “Clearly defined management guidelines”.  Could you elaborate more on 
the expectation for this scope item? –  
This is mainly related to public parks, such as guidelines for who manages events, and maintenance 
of the parks.  
 

4. Scope item E-26 (page 6): “Alternative methods of sanitary sewer”.  Should an infrastructure master 
plan be developed as part of this plan?  How should public utilities be considered throughout the 
study area?  
The City has a traditional gravity sewer system. The Tyreeanna neighborhood is below the 
treatment center. The city is looking for a plan recommendation on alternative methods to sewer for 
this area, either a main pumping station or a positive pressure system. 
 

5. Scope item G (page 6): Schedule: the RFP states that draft plans should be complete by September 
2017 which is 5 months from the end of March.  Is it correct that the master plan should be 
developed in 5 months (by September 2017)?   
The downtown portion is the most time sensitive and a draft needs to be completed within five 
months. The Tyreeanna portion could take longer if needed.  
 

6.       Item 5 (page 7): Page limit- should proposals be limited to 30 sheets printed double-sided totaling 
60 pages?  Or does the 30 page limit include front-to-back printing- 15 sheets total? 

              Proposal should be limited to 30 pages, total, one sided.  
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7.       Item 6, Section 2 (page 7):  This item states that we should only include resumes of staff members 
directly involved in the project.  However, to meet the evaluation criteria (Item 6, point ‘D’), the 
team will need to “include the variety and extent of related projects performed by additional staff 
that would be available for consultation and backup of the project team”.  Should resumes of non-
key staff members be included in the proposal? 
V. Proposal preparation, Section 2 states: Resumes of individuals who will not be directly involved 
with the proposed project should not be included. Resumes for staff of sub-consultants should be 
included in the same format as those for the prime consultant. Please include resumes of personal 
that will be relevant to this project.  
 

8.       Item 5, Section 3 (page 7): “Indicate extent that individual team members have previously 
collaborated in terms of full-time months of collaboration”.  Could you elaborate on how you would 
like this defined and addressed?  Is this item referring to individuals within each firm on the team?  
Or each firm?  What types of collaboration should we be addressing? 
Please provide an organization chart with months of collaboration within the firm. If applicable, 
please provide a brief description of similar projects, months, between firms. 

 
9.       Item 6, Point F (page 7): Should the proposer submit a cost proposal to develop the master plan as 

part of the submittal?  A cost proposal is not mentioned in the Proposal Preparation section, but it is 
listed as one of the Evaluation Criteria. 

             Yes, please submit a cost proposal.  
 

10.   Has a budget for the master plan effort been developed?  
              No budget has been developed at this time.  
 

11. Who performed the original Tyreeanna/Pleasant Valley Master Plan? I have looked through the plan but did 
not see the name of a consultant. Was it completed in house? –  
A firm named SYMPOETICA, headed by Barry Carpentar did the original plan.  Barry retired and the firm is 
closed. 
 

12. It would appear as though Sasaki Associates performed the work for the Downtown & Riverfront Master Plan. 
Was the city happy with their work and is the city expecting them to bid again on this update?  
The Downtown Master Plan was done very well. This is an open RFP and we do not have any prior knowledge 
of who is submitting proposals.  
 


